
Menu



 Keyboard layout（Main menu）

l left click to choose

l The news
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Keyboard layout（In game）

W move forward
S move back
A move left
D move right
Left shift role skill
E skill1
F skill2
Mouse left click attack
Mouse right click gun skill
Q gun ult
R reload
H change role
TAB score board
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Main menu

ind a match online with player around the world

Gain some experience with AI player

Get yourself started

Where you find all your weapon, gadgets & stuff

Stats and achievements

Changing settings for graphics, audio & etc.

As the name suggests
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The base
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Choose your athelete here

Pick up a powerful weapon!

Your primary skill

Your secondary skill

Decorate yourself!



Find a match

As the name suggests, 
you can find a match 
by choosing this 
option, with players 
around the world
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Custom game1
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You can create a private match by clicking 
here, and invite your friends who own Fire in 
the Goal to join yo

You can also try to join a game created by 
one of your friends on Steam



Custom game2

Number of players in your custom game, from 
2v2 to 4v4

Specify your battle arena

Difficulty of AI and whether they are enabled

Click here when you finished your configuration 
to actually create a custom game
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The rules

• Your ultimate goal is to score the 'GOAL' by any means

• Of course you can fire on your opponent at anytime, 
your opponent can be damaged and forced to leave the 
arena for a short period
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The rules

Pick up one of your pre-defined character when 
a match starts(You can configure your 
character in your 'Base')

You can change your current character in an 
active match by pressing "H"
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The rules
Score and 
remaining time

Notifications

Your current 
character and its 
HP

Your primary and 
secondary skills

Enemy goal post

The ball, Fire on it!

Opponent, you can 
damage them using 
your weapon

 Weapon skill, 
press mouse right 
to use it

Ultimate's current 
charging status

Your weapon and 
ammo, press 'R' to 
reload
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The rules

Pasta, recovers health

Wine, recovers ultimate charge
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Score board

Press 'tab' to call up the 
detailed score board

Player 
name

Your MVP score, based 
on your performance as 
a whole

goals kills, as the name 
suggests
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End game rewards

You might get rewards including gold, characters, 
weapons & etc. at the end of each game, you can 
figure out and equip each of them in your 'Base'
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